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Fundamental research within the scope of cell biology, structural biology and nano-technology is 
increasingly focusing on unraveling interactive biological and biochemical processes and pathways 
at the macromolecular level. For this, high resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is 
indispensable. Of paramount importance is the three-dimensional visualization of macromolecular 
structures and molecular machines in their native hydrated state.  
In addition, for optimal control of developmental and manufacturing processes of polymers, food 
and personal care products, exploration of product components or hybrids and their in vivo behavior 
at the macromolecular scale is indispensable. In order to observe biological structures as close as 
possible to their natural state, cryo-fixation is the indispensable method to preserve the specimen.  
 
Single Particle Analysis (SPA) and tomography provide complimentary information. SPA can 
deliver high resolution images of a molecular complex, but it is taken out of its biological context. 
Cryo-electron Tomography (CET) can obtain information on the position of a complex, but the 
resolution of individual particles is limited. Template matching is a technique that has been explored 
for some time now as an indispensable tool to bridge the gap between the two regimes [e.g. 1-3].  
However, due to the large computational demands of the technique, requiring it to run on clusters or 
supercomputers, its use is not yet widespread and has also hampered further exploration of the use of 
the technique for tomogram segmentation beyond the work of [4] or use in other, non-biological 
areas like nano-particle research. 
 
In order to bridge this gap, FEI has developed the ARGOS software (Automated Recognition of 
Geometries, Objects and Segmentations). Based on massive parallel computations of high end GPUs 
(Graphical processing units, or video cards), it brings the speed of a medium sized CPU cluster to a 
single desktop PC. With this software it is possible to average of nano-particles or macromolecules 
found in a single or multiple tomograms to obtain higher resolution (especially for molecules which 
cannot easily be purified, e.g. membrane proteins), automatically finding macromolecules in their 
crowded native cellular context and relating orientation properties of these molecules to their 
environment.  In addition, the produced correlation data can be used for guided, more quantitative 
segmentation purposes.  
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